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x o4 @ DESCRIPTION OF THE CHEMOSTAT 

By Aaron Novick and Leo Szilard 

Institute of Radiobiology and Biophysics 
The University of Chicago 
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We have developed a device for keeping a bacterial population in the 

growth phase, growing at a reduced rate over an indefinite period of time, and 

we shall refer to this device as the Chemostat. 

In the Chemostat, we have a vessel (which we shall call the growth tube) 

containing V cc . of a suspension of bacteria. A steady stream of the nutrient 

flows from a storage tank at the rate of w cc/sec into this growth tube . The 

content of the growth tube is stirred by bubbling air through it, and the bac 

teria are kept homogeneously dispersed throughout the growth tube at all 

times. An overflow sets the level of the liquid in the growth tube and, through 

that overflow, the bacterial suspension leaves the growth tube at the same 

rate at which fresh nutrient enters the growth tube from the storage tank . 

The chemical composition of the nutrient in the storage tank is so 

chosen that it shall contain a high concentration of all growth factors required 

by the bacterium with the exception of one growth factor, the controlling 

growth factor, the concentration of which is kept relatively low. The concen

tration~ of the controlling growth factor in the storage tank will then de 

termine the density:: of the bacterial population in the growth tube in the 

stationary state, and it can be shown that, except for very low values of !::• we 
a 

have!:: = Q, where Q is the amount of the controlling growth factor needed for 

the production of one bacterium. 

The growth rate J:. 1 dn 
= - - of a strain of bacteria is a function of the 

n dt 

concentration~ of the controlling growth factor in the medium and in general 

we may expect the growth rate, at low concentrations ~· first to increase fast 

with increasing concentration and then, slowly to approach its highest attaina 

ble value, cC_ max. 

The Chemostat must be so operated that the washing - out time ~ should 

be lower than the growth rate ..P for high concentrations of the controlling 
V\.. max 
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growth factor. It can be shown that in that case a stationary state will be

come established in which the growth rate t/:. will be just equal to the wash-

ing-out rate ~· .; 
What happens is, that the density~ of the bacterial population in the 

growth tube will increase until it becomes so large that the bacteria will take 

up the controlling growth factor from the growth tube just as fast as it is 

necessary in order to reduce the concentration~ of the controlling growth 

factor to the point where the growth r3.te~ (c) becomes equal to the washing-
w 

out rate-:y. 

Using a tryptophane - requiring strain of coil and a simple lactate medi

um with tryptophane added, we have used both lactate and tryptophane as the 

controlling growth factor. Using tryptophane as the controlling growth factor, 

we have kept bacterial populations over long periods of time at rates up to 

ten times lower than normal. Thus, we are able to force protein synthesis to 

proceed very slowly while certain other biochemical processes may continue 

at an undiminished rate . 

A study of this slow-growth-phase, by means of the Chemostat, prom

ises to yield information of value on metabolism, regulatory processes, adap

tations and mutations of micro-organisms. A study on the spontaneous 

mutations of bacteria growing in the Chemostat has been made and is being 

published elsewhere. 

Because, for most investigations, a number of such Chemostats will be 

needed we attempted to perfect a simple yet adequate design. Of various 

p o ssible designs, we eliminated those in which changes in the barometric 

pressure affect the rate of flow of the nutrient from the storage tank into the 

growth tube. We also discarded designs which permit growth of the bacteria 

on the inner walls of the growth tube, or permit growth of bacteria in the 

Chemostat anywhere except homogeneously dispersed in the liquid nutrient 

in the gr owth tube, After trying out several designs, we found the one shown 

in the figure satisfactory. 

A tube leading to the bottom of the storage tank (see Figure) is con 

nected to a small air c ompressor (for instance a little air pump such as used 

for aerating aquaria) . When the compressor is first started, the air rises 

rapidly in bubbles through the nutrient liquid in the storage tank and accumu 

lates in the space above the liquid level until the pressure in the nutrient 

liquid at the bottom of the storage tank becomes equal to the air pressure in 

the tube . The air space in the storage tank above the liquid level communi 

cates thr o ugh a narrow capillary with the outside air and therefore the air 

will continue indefinitely to bubble through the nutrient liquid in the storage 
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tank but at a very slow rate (of perhaps one bubble per minute). 

The pressure of the air entering the tube which leads to the bottom of 

the storage tank is regulated by a simple "pressure regulator" consisting of 

an air outlet located at the bottom of a glass cylinder which is filled with 

AIR -

PRESSURE 
REGULATOR 

RESERVOIR 

CHEMOS TAT 

INOCULATING 
PORT 

SINTEREO DISK 

FIGURE 1 

water up to a certain level. Above this level, the air communicates freely 

with the outside air. By changing the water level in the "pre ssure regulator," 

the air pressure can be adjuste d to any value required for the operation of 

the Chemostat. 

In this arrangement, the pressure at the bottom of the storage tank will 

always be greater than the pressure of the outside air by the height of the 

water column in the pressure regulator, and thus the pressure at the bottom 

of the storage tank will be independent of the height of the level of the nutrient 

liquid in the storage tank. This is important because the level of the nutrient 

liquid will gradually fall during the operation of the Chemostat. 

From the storage tank, the nutrient liquid is forced through a sintered 

glass filter into the growth t ube, and is mixed drop by drop with the bacterial 

suspension contained in the growth tube. The growth tube is aerated, and its 
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content is thus continuously stirred. 

The level of the liquid in the growth tube is set by a syphon and the vol- · 

ume of the bacterial suspension in the growth tube is thus maintained constant. 

The nutrient liquid and the bacteria suspended in it leave the growth tube 

through the syphon at the same rate at which fresh nutrient enters the growth 

tube. 

The air space above the nutrient liquid in the growth tube communicates 

with the outside air. Thus the pressure which forces the nutrient liquid 

through the sintered disk is at all times equal to the height of the water col

umn in the pressure regulator. 

If after the Chemostat has been in operation for some time the baro

metric pressure falls very suddenly, the pressure of the air entering into the 

storage tank also falls suddenly, and the nutrient liquid will enter at the bot

tom of the storage tank into the air pressure tube and will rise in it up to a 

certain height. If this happens, the pressure at the bottom of the storage tank 

will no longer exceed the outside pressure by the height of the water column 

in the regulator, but rather by a greater amount, and the flow of the nutrient 

liquid into the growth tube increases. Because of the communication through 

a capillary between the air space above the nutrient liquid in the storage tank 

and the outside air, this condition will be quickly corrected. As air flows out 

of the storage tank through the capillary outlet, the pressure at the bottom of 

the storage tank diminishes and the nutrient liquid which had risen into the 

air pressure tube in the storage tank is pushed out. Thus, within a short 

period of time, the pressure at the bottom of the storage tank is restored to 

its former value. 

In this manner the Chemostat permits to keep the flow rate of the nutri 

ent liquid into the growth tube constant, independently of changes in baro

metric pressure and changes in the liquid level in the storage tank. The flow 

rate can be changed as desired by changing the water level in the pressure 

regulator. 

This paper will appear in Science. 
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XI 

VIRUS STRAINS WHICH ARE OF IDENTICAL PHENOTYPE 

BUT DIFFERENT GENOTYPE 

By A . Novick and Leo Szilard 

Institute of Radiobiology and Biophysics 
The University of Chicago 

Delbruck and Bailey~ noticed an anomaly in the lysate of bacteria which 

was obtained by mixedly infecting the B strain of coli with the bacterial vi

ruses T 2 and T4. Subsequently, Luria~ found this anomaly to be even more 

pronounced when he repeated Delbruck's experiment, using, however, virus 

T 2 which has been exposed to ultraviolet irradiation. 

When we undertook experiments in an attempt to understand this 

anomaly, we were led to the following result: If we infect ~culture of the B 

strain of coli mixedly with the bacterial viruses T 2 and T4 and incubate to 

permit lysis of the bacteria, there are present in the lysate three easily dis

tinguishable types of bacterial viruses. Two of these, as expected, behave 

like the original parent strains T 2 and T4, i.e., one of them behaves like T 2 

inasmuch as it is unable to attack the mutant strain B/2 (which is resistant to 

T2) but is able to grow in the mutant strain B/4 (which is sensitive to TZ); 

and the other one behaves like T4, being unable to attack B/4 (which is re

sistant to T4) but able to grow in B/2 (which is sensitive to T4). The third 

type of virus present is phenotypically like T4 inasmuch as it is capable of 

multiplying in the strain B/2 (which is sensitive to T4) but it is genotypically 

like T 2 inasmuch as, after one passage in the strain B/2, it is no longer 

capable of growing in it but is capable of growing in the strain B/4 (which is 

sensitive to T 2) . 

The presence of this third type of virus, which may be called "latent 

TZ", can be demonstrated in the following manner: We add to a culture of the 

B strain of coli viruses T 2 and T4 in ratios corresponding to 10 T 2 and 10 T4 

virus particles per bacterium, incubate to permit lysis of the bacteria and 

then filter the lysate. 

If we plate a sample of this lysate on agar that in inoculated with the 

strain B/4 (which is sensitive to T 2 but resistant to T4), those virus 
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particles contained in the lysate which have the phenotype T 2 wlll show up as 

plaques on these plates. T4 virus particles will not give plaques on th1s plate 

because B/4 is resistant to T4. The number of plaques is thus a measure of 

the number of T 2 particles in the lysate. 

Using a sample of the lysate, we determine in this manner the number 

of plaques obtained on an agar plate inoculated with the strain B/4. When we 

repeat this experiment--with the difference that before plating on the B/4 

plate we add to the sample of our lysate a certain quantity of the strain B/2, 

allow five minutes for adsorption, dilute with broth and incubate for an hour 

to permit lysis of the bacteria--then we obtain a ten to twenty-five times 

larger number of plaques on the B/4 plate. 

This phenomenon appears to show that there is present in our lysate a 

virus (the "latent T2") which is capable of multiplying in B/2 and subsequent

ly to form plaques on B/4. In order to account for our observation, the 

concentration of the "latent T2" in the lysate would have to be about ten per 

cent of the concentration of T 2. We were not able to obtain, after one passage 

in B/2, any appreciable further growth in B/2 of our hypothetical "latent T2". 

Before drawing the conclusion that the presence of a "latent T2" is in fact 

responsible for our phenomenon, it is necessary to exclude alternate expla

nations. 

As an alternate explanation of our observation, it appeared a priori 

conceivable that our lysate contains aggregates of virus particles formed by 

a T 2 and a T4 particle which stick together . Such aggregates might then per 

haps be capable of entering into a bacterium of the strain B/2 (by virtue of 

their T4 component) and once inside, both virus particles T2 and T4 might 

then be able to multiply, and thus to produce the phenomenon we observed. 

We were able to rule out this possibility, however, by performing the follow

ing experiment: 

We add to a sample of our lysate a certain quantity of B/2, using an ex

cess of B/2 so that independent infection of one bacterium by more than one 

virus particle can be neglected . We then allow five minutes for adsorption 

and plate on an agar plate which has been inoculated with both B/2 and B/4. 

If there are present any B/2 bacteria into which has entered an aggregate of 

virus particles composed ofT 2 and T4 and in which both viruses will grow, 

then a certain number of clear plaques centering around such bacteria (which 

yield both T2 and T4) should develop on the agar plate . We were not able to 

find any such clear plaques, however, and found only turbid plaques (in which 

either the B/2 is lysed by T4 or the B/4 is lysed by T2) . This rules out the 

alternate explanation of our phenomenon. 
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We ascertained that our phenomenon is produced under conditions in 

which we use an excess of B/2, so that independent infection of one bac

terium by more than one virus particle can be neglected. We also ascertained 

that our phenomenon is not produced if, in place of our lysate, we use a mix

ture of T 2 and T4. 

Thus, we are led to conclude that the phenomenon described is due to 

virus particles which have the phenotype of T4, but the genotype of T 2. The 

properties of this "latent T2" virus would seem to merit investigation. 

This paper will appear in Science. 
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XII 

EXPERIMENTS WITH THE CHEMOST AT ON SPONTANEOUS 

MUTATIONS OF BACTERIA 

By Aaron Novick and Leo Szilard 
Institute of Radiobiology and Biophysics 

University of Chicago 

Introduction 

All bacteria require for growth the presence of certain inorganic chem

ical components in the nutrient, such as potassium, phosphorus, sulphur, etc., 

and with a few exceptions all bacteria require an energy yielding carbon 

source, such as, for instance, glucose or lactate, etc. In addition to these el

ements or simple compounds, certain bacteria require more complex com

pounds, for instance an amino acid, which they are not capable of syn

thesizing .. For the purposes of this presentation, any of the chemical com

pounds which a given strain of bacteria requires for its growth will be called 

a growth factor. 

In general, the growth rate of a bacterial strain may be within very 

wide limits independent of the concentration of a given growth factor; but 

since at zero concentration the growth rate is zero, there must of necessity 

exist, at sufficiently low concentrations of the growth factor, a region in 

which the growth rate· falls with falling concentration of the growth factor. It 

therefore should be possible to maintain a bacterial population over an indef

inite period of time growing at a rate considerably lower than normal simply 

by maintaining the concentration of one growth factor--the controlling growth 

factor--at a sufficiently low value, while the concentrations of all other 

growth factors may at the same time be maintained at high values . 

We shall describe further below a device for maintaining in this man

ner, over a long period of time, a bacterial population in the growth phase at 

a reduced growth rate and shall refer to it as the Chemostat. 

If the growth rate of a bacterial population is reduced, it is not a priori 

clear whether the growth rate of the individual cells which constitute the pop

ulation is uniformly reduced or whether a fraction of the total cell population 

has ceased to grow and is in a sort of lag phase, while the rest keeps growing 

at an undiminished rate. We believe that under the conditions of our 
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experiments, to be described below, we are dealing with the slowing of the 

growth rate of the individual cells rather than the cessation of growth of a 

fraction of the population. 

By using an amino acid as the controlling growth factor we were able to 

force protein synthesis in the bacterial population to proceed at a rate ten 

times slower than at high concentrations of that amino acid. It appears that 

we are dealing here with a hitherto unexplored "state" of a bacterial popula

tion- - a state of reduced growth rate under the control of a suitably chosen 

growth factor. 

The study of this "slow- growth - phase" in the Chemostat promises to 

yield information of some value on metabolism, regulatory processes, ad 

aptations, and mutations of micro-organisms; the present paper, however, 1s 

concerned only with the study of spontaneous mutations in bacteria . 

There is a well - known mutant of the B strain of coli, B/1, which is re 

sistant to the bacterial virus T 
1

, sensitive to the bacterial virus T 
5

, and 

which requires tryptophane as a growth factor. We used this strain and mu

tants derived from it in all of our experiments here reported. As a nutrient 

medium we used a simple synthetic lactate medium (Friedlein medium) witn 

tryptophane added . As the controlling growth factor we used either lactate 

or tryptophane . 

Experiments on Growth Rates at Low Tryptophane Concentrations . 

In order to determine the growth rate of B/1 as a function of the 

tryptophane concentration (at high lactate concentrations) we made a series 

of experiments in which we incubated at 37° at different initial tryptophane 

concentrations, ~· flasks inoculated with about 100 bacteria per cc . and ob 

tained growth curves by determining (by means of colony counts) the number 

o f viable bac teria as a function of time . Because the bacteria take up 

tryptophane, the tryptophane concentration _f. decreases during the growth of 

the culture and the growth rate for the initial tryptophane concentration£ 

must therefore be taken from the early part of the growth curve . 

The growth rate ~ is defined by 

dn 
c:{. - n dt 

I 
where.n. is the number of bacteria per cc. The reciprocal value r::.. o<_ 

we shall designate as the generation time . From the generation time thus 

defined, we obtain the time between two successive cell divisio n s by mul 

tiplying by ln 2. 
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In Figure l t.!"le curve marked SLOW shows the growth rate oC. as a 

function of the tryptophane concentration £ for 3 7° . At low tryptophane con

centrations ~· the growth rate at first rises proportionately with the concen
tration; with increasing concentrations, however, the growth rate approaches 
a limit, and for concentrations above l 0 Q j,.t.. (micr.:>grams per liter) the 

I 

~ 

• 
"-! 
1-
c 
a: 
:r 
1-
31: 
0 
a: 
Cl 

0 . 8 

06 

0 .4 

0 .2 

TRYPTOPHANE CONCENTRATION (r/1) 

Figure 1. Experiment of September 18, 1950, at 37° C. The curve marked SLOW 
relates to strain B / 1 and the curve marked FAST relates to B/1 / f. 

growth rate is no longer appreciably different from its highest attainable 

value. This highest value corresponds to a generation time of 1: = 7 0 min. 
One half of the highest value is reached at a tryptophane concentration of 

ab o ut c = ( )' / L. This concentration corresponds to about three molecules 
of tryptophane per l0 -

12
cc. (The volume of one bacterium is about l0-

12
cc.) 

The proportionality of the growth rate with the concentration of 

tryptophane at low concentrations becomes understandable if we assume that 
the up - take and utilization of tryptophane by the bacterium requires that a 

tryptophane molecule interact with a ·molecule of a certain enzyme contained 

in the bacterium a nd that the up - take of tryptophane by these enzyme mole 
cules in the bacterium becomes the rate - limiting factor for the growth of the 
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bacterium. On the basis of this argument we believe that, down to as low 

concentrations of tryptophane as the proportionality of growth rate to concen 

tration can be experimentally demonstrated, the observed growth rate of the 

bacterial culture represents the growth rate of the individual bacterium and 

that no appreciable fraction of the population goes into lag. 

The Theory of the Chemostat. 

ln the Chemostat we have a vessel (which we shall call the growth tube) 

containing'!._ cc . of a suspension of bacteria. A steady stream of the nutrient 

liquid flows from a storage tank at the rate of~ cc/ sec . into this growth tube. 

The content of the growth tube is stirred by bubbling air through it, and the 

bacteria are kept homogeneously dispersed throughout the growth tube at all 

times. An overflow sets the level of the liquid in the growth tube, and through 

that overflow the bacterial suspension will leave the growth tube at the same 

rate at which fresh nutrient enters the growth tube from the storage tank. 

After a certain time of such operation at a fixed temperature, a station

ary state is reached in the growth tube. We are interested in this stationary 

state in the particular case in which the growth rate of the bacteria is deter 

mined by the concentration in the growth tube of a single growth factor (in our 

specific case tryptophane). By this we mean that the concentration of a single 

growth factor (tryptophane) in the growth tube is so low that a small change in 

it appreciably affects the growth rate of the bacteria, and at the same time the 

the concentration of all other growth factors in the growth tube is so high that 

a small change in them has no appreciable effect on the growth rate of the 

bacteria. As we shall show, under these conditions the concentrationS of the 

growth factor in the growth tube in the stationary state, for a fixed flow rate 

~. will be independent of the concentration~ of this growth factor in the nu

trient liquid in the storage tank. 

In order to see this we have to consider the following: 

1) For zero flow rate of the nutrient (w = 0), the bacterial concentra -

tion n would rise in the growth tube according to 1 dn f' ( ) h .r- . th 
~cit= "'- c, w ere .,.;.. 1s e 

growth rate which, according to our premise, is a function of the concentra 

tion£. of the growth factor. 

2) In the absence of growth, the bacterial concentration in the growth 

tube would decrease for a given flow rate Y:!.. according to the formula 

1 dn w 
n dt -y-

where~ = ,/J may be called the "washing - out rate" of the growth tube, and 
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'/ /!3 the "washing-out time." 

After a while, for any given flow rate'!;!. a stationary state will be 

reached in the Chemostat at which the growth rate cJ::. will be equal to the 

washing-out rate ,8 {and the generation time r equal to the washing-out 

time /,8 ), i.e . , 

tA._ (c) =8 w 

v 
= 

' 

v 
w ( l ) 

Thus, in the stationary state for any fixed flow rate~· the growth rate 

cC is fixed; since ~ is a function of the concentration~ in the growth tube, 

it follows that ~is also fixed and independent of the concentration a of the 

growth factor in the storage tank . 

It may be asked what is the mechanism by which, for different values 

of a but the same flow rate ':!:!...J the same concentration c establishes itself in 

the growth tube in the stationary state. Clearly what happens is this: Sup 

pose that, for a certain concentration ~l of the growth factor in the storage 

tank, a stationary state with the concentration c in the growth tube has estab 

lished itself and subsequently the concentration of the growth factor in the 

storage tank is suddenly raised to a higher value l!.z. When this change 1s 

made, the concentration .s._ in the growth tube will at first rise and along with 

it will rise c:f2 , the growth rate of the bacteria, which is a function of .f. . The 

concentration of the bacteria in the growth tube will thus start to increase, 

and therefore the bacteria will take up the growth factor in the growth tube at 

an increased rate. As the increase of the bacterial concentration continues, 

the growth rate of the bacteria will, after a while, begin to fall and will con 

tinue to fall until a new stationary state is reached at which the bacteria again 

grow at the same rate at which they are washed out, i . e . , for which again we have 
w 
v · When this state is reached, the concentration of the growth factor in 

the growth tube is again down to the same value S which it had before the con

centration of the growth factor in the storage tank was raised from ~l to ~2 • 

while the bacterial density is now higher. 

In the stationary state the tryptophane balance requires that the follow 

ing equation hold: 

a 

or 

a 

v ctn- F(c) 
w 

c + n ~ ~~~ 
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where F(c) gives in grams per second the amount of the growth factor which 

one bacterium takes up per second . 

As can be easily seen , the amount Q of the growth factor that is taken 

up per bacterium produced is given by 

Q =E_{_c) 
~ 

so that, for the stationary state, we may also write 

a c+nQ. or n = a - c (4) 

Q 

and for the c <.. ..(_ ~we may w rite 

n = a (5) 

The Use of Tryptophane as the Controlling Growth Factor. 

Since in the stationary state the tryptophane concentr_ation in the growth 

tube of the Chemos tat is always below l 0 '/;:£ whenever the generation time 

is appreciably above 7 0 min., we may use the approximation given in equation 

(5) whenever the tryptophane concentration a in the storage tank is above 

l 00 ?'/e. 
In order to determine the amount of tryptophane, Q , taken up per bac 

terium produced, we grew bacterial cultures in lactate medium with varied 

amounts of tryptophane added. We found that if the initial tryptophane concen

tration is kept below 10 7/£ , then the amount of tryptophane taken up per 

bacterium produced is not dependent on the tryptophane concentration and has 

a value of Q_ = 2 x l0 -
15 

gm . At higher tryptophane concentrations, however, 

more tryptophane is used up per bacterium produced . 

n 

From equation (5), using the value of Q_ = 2 x l 0- 15 gm., 

5 x 10
7
/cc for a= lOO~ and we obtain n = 5 x 10 8/cc for 

we obtain 

a= 1000 -¢' . 
From this it may be seen that, by choosing suitable values for a and~· 

we may vary over a wide range, independently of each other, the bacterial 

concentration .!2 and the tryptophane concentration~· 

When we grew B / l in a Chemostat (V= 20 cc . ) for ten days at 37° at a 
8 generation time of L = 2 hours and at a bacterial density of 5 x 10 /cc ., we 

found that a change from the original bacterial strain, B/1, had taken place . 

The new strain, which we shall designate as B /1/f, differs from the original 

strain only inasmuch as it grows at very low tryptophane concentrations about 
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five times as fast as the original strain. The growth rate at higher 

tryptophane concentrations is not perceptibly different, nor could we detect 

any other difference between the two strains. The curve marked FAST in 

Figure 1 gives the growth rate of the B / 1/ f strain as a function of the 

tryptophane concentration at 37°. 

The ability of the B/ 1/ f strain to grow faster at very low tryptophane 

concentrations gives it an advantage over the B/1 strain under the conditions 

prevailing in the growth tube of the Chemostat, and a mutant of this sort must, 

in time, displace the original strain of B/1. 

Because in our experiments we would want to avoid--as much as pos

sible-- population changes of this type in the Chemostat, we used this new 

strain, B/1 / f, in all of our experiments reported below . 

Spontaneous Mutations in the Chemostat. 

If we keep a strain of bacteria growing in the Chemostat and through 

spontaneous mutations another bacterial strain is generated from it, then the 

bacterial density n ':' of the mutant strain should (for n ·:' L. .t:_ ~)increase lin

early with time, provided that, under the conditions prevailing in the Chemo

stat, the new strain has the same growth rate as the original strain, so that 

there is no selection either for or against the mutant. In the absence of 

selection we have 

(6) 

where n ':' is the density of the mutant population, n is the density of the popu

lation of the parent strain, and )\ is the number of mutations produced per 

generation per bacterium. Equation (6) holds under the assumption that back 

mutations can be neglected. From (6), we obtain for n ':' ~ < n 

A tr~. 
T 

(7) 

From this it may be seen that-- as stated above- - the relative abundance 

of the mutants must increase linearly with time if there is no selection for or 

against the mutant. 

If the growth rate of the mutant strain is smaller than the growth rate 

of the parent strain £ 11/t .(__ ~ so that there is selection against the mutant in 

the growth tube of the Chemostat, then the density n '~ of the mutant population 

should-- after an initial rise-- remain constant at the level given by 
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(8) 

Experiments on Spontaneous Mutations in the Chemostat. 

Of the various mutations occurring in a growing bacterial population, 
mutants resistant to a bacterial virus are perhaps the most easily scored 
with considerable accuracy. In our experiments we mostly worked with 
mutants of our coli strain which were resistant to the bacterial viruses T5 
or T6. 

When we grow the strain B/1/f in the Chemostat with a high concentra
tion of tryptophane but a low concentration of lactate in the nutrient in the 
storage tank, so that lactate rather than tryptophane is the controlling growth 
factor, we find -- after a short initial period-- that the bacterial densities of 
the mutants resistant to T5 or T6 each remain at a constant level. These 

levels appear to correspond to a selection factor 
..c - tt:...* cC of a few per cent. 

We are inclined tentatively to assume that the behavior of these two 
mutants exemplifies the general rule that the vast majority of all the differ
ent mutational steps leading away from the wild type yield mutants which -
under conditions of starvation for the carbon source-- grow slower than the 
parent type. 

On the other hand, if we grow our tryptophane - requiring strain in the 
Chemostat with a high concentration of lactate but a low concentration of 
tryptophane in the nutrient in the storage tank (so that tryptophane rather 
than lactate is the controlling growth factor) and if we run the Chemos tat at a 
generation time well above 7 0 min. (the generation time at high tryptophane 
concentrations), then therP. is no reason to expect mutants in general to grow 
appreciably slower than the parent strain, particularly if the growth of the 
parent strain is kept very slow by keeping the tryptophane concentration in 
the growth tube very low . In this case one would rather expect a mutation to 
affect the growth rate only if it affects the up-take or utilization of 
tryptophane by the bacterium or if the mutant is a very slow grower . Accord
ingly, we should in general expect the mutant population to increase linearly 
with time in the Chemostat when tryptophane is used as the controlling 
growth factor . 

Figure 2 gives for 37° the experimental values for the bacterial density 
for the mutant population resistant to T 

5 
in the growth tube of the Chemostat 

as a function of the number of generations through which the parent strain has 

- t passed in the Chemostat. {Number of generations j - 't . ) The three 
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curves in the figure correspond to gene r ation times of 2 hours, 6 hours, and 

12 hours . The slope of the straight lines gives A , the mutation rate per 
- 8 - 8 - 8 

generation,as2 .Sxl0 ,7 .5xl0 ,andlSxlO perbacterium . Wesee 
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Figure 2. Experiments of May 3, 8, and 28, 1950, at 37° C . g1vmg 
for st r ain B/1/f for three different values of the generation time 1: the 
concentration of the mutants resistant to T5, for a population density of 
5 x 108 bacteria per cc . 

that the mutation rate per generation for T = 6 hours is three times as high 

and for G = 12 hours is six times as high as it is for r = 2 hours . Thus 

the mutation rate per generation is, in our experiment, not constant but i n 

creases proportionately w ith '7: , and what r emain s constant i s the number 

of mutations produced per unit time per bacterium . According to the a bove 

figures, we have ~ 1.25 x 10 - 8 per hour per bacterium , 
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This result is not one that could have been foreseen. If mutants arose, 

for instance, as the result of some error in the process of gene duplication, 

then one would hardly expect the probability of a mutation occurring per cell 

division to be inversely proportionate to the rate of growth. 

If the processes of mutation could be considered as a monomolecular 

reaction--as had been suggested at one time by Delbruck and Timofeef£

Ressovsky--then, of course, the rate of mutation per unit time should be con

stant. The rate k of a monomolecular reaction is given by 

(9) 

the value of the constant A can be calculated from the observed reaction rate 

~ and the heat of activation W (which can be obtained by determining the 

temperature coefficient of the reaction). 

Using the Chemostat, we have determined the rate of mutation to re

sistance toT 
5 

at 25° {for L = 6 hrs. and 7: = 12 hrs.) and found it to be 

about one half of the mutation rate at 37°. From this value and the mutation 
A. 

rate of To 1.25 x 10- 8 per hour per bacteriwn at 37°, we compute 

-3 A -:::::::: 10 persec. 

In a condensed system, such as an aqueous solution, A has been found 

to lie between 105 and 10
14 

per sec. for known monomolecular reactions. 

Therefore, if the mutation studied by us were due to a monomolecular reac

tion, it would have an A value 10
8 

times lower than the lowest value so far 

found . 

The density of the mutants resistant to the bacterial virus T 
6 

in the 

Chemostat, with tryptophane as the controlling growth factor, also appears 

to rise linearly with time for 1:' = 2 hours, rr:- = 6 hours, and '7:' = 12 hours, 

but our results so far are not sufficiently accurate to say whether this mu

tation also occurs at a constant rate per unit time for different generation 

times T The temperature coefficient of the mutation rate appears to be 

very low, but again this conclusion must await more accurate experiments . 

The result obtained for mutation to resistance to the virus T 
5

, showing 

that this mutation occurs at a constant rate per unit time up to a generation 

time of r = 12 hours, raises the question whether this is generally true of 

spontaneous bacterial mutations or whether we are dealing in our case with 

certain exceptional circumstances. Clearly, a number of different mutations 

will have to be examined , different amino acids will have to be used as the 

controlling growth factor, and other conditions will have to be varied before 
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one would draw the far -r eaching conclusion that our observation on mutation 

to resistance to the virus T 
5 

exemplifies a general rule. 

Mutants Resistant to T 4· 

We find that mutants resistant toT 
4 

are selected against in the Chem

ostat when grown either with lactate or with tryptophane as the controlling 

growth factor, i.e., the number of mutants remains -- after an initial rise--at 

a fixed level. 

It is known that, of the different mutants of the~ strain of coli which 

are resistant to the virus T 
4

, the most frequent one is also resistant to the 

viruses T 
3 

and T 
7 

and that this mutant is a very slow grower under ordinary 

conditions of culture . It is conceivable that this might explain why the mu

tants resistant to T 
4 

are selected against in the Chemostat even when the 

bacterial population grows under tryptophane control and at a much reduced 

rate. 

Manifestation of "Evolution" in the Chemostat. 

If a bacterial strain is grown over a long period of time m the Chemo

stat, from time to time a mutant might arise which grows faster, under the 

conditions prevailing in the Chemostat, than the parent strain. If this hap

pens, practically the entire bacterial population in the Chemostat will change 

over from the parent strain to the new strain . We have discussed one change

over of this sort, i.e., the change-over from the strain B / 1 to the strain 

B/1/f. There is no reason to believe, however, that no further change-over 

may take place when we start out with B/1 / f as the parent strain and continue 

to grow it in the Chemostat over a long period of time. 

We have seen that the mutants resistant toT 
5 

accumulate in the Chem

ostat and that their number rises linearly with the number of generations, 

giving a straight line, the slope of which is given by A . If now at a certain 

time the population changes over in the Chemostat from the parent strain to a 

faster-growing strain, the accumulated mutants resistant to the bacterial virus 

T 
5 

which were derived from the parent strain should disappear from the 

Chemostat along with the parent strain. This should lead to a fall in the num

ber of mutants resistant to the bacterial vnus T 
5 

during a change - over from 

the parent strain to the faster-growing strain . After the change -over to the 

new strain the concentration of the mutants resistant to T 5 may be expected 

again to increase linearly with the number of generations, giving a straight line 

which has the same slope as before the change-over, because the new strain 
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which displaces the parent strain may be expected to mutate to resistance to 

T 
5 

at an unchanged rate )\ . 

Thus, we may in general expect when a change - over in the population 

takes place the concentration of the mutants resistant to T 
5 

to shift from one 

straight line to another which lies lower . The magnitude of this shift may be 

somewhat different from experiment to experiment, depending on when mu

tants resistant to T 
5 

happen to make their first appearance in the population 

of the new strain . 

At the outset the bacteria belonging to the new strain will be few in 

number, but their number will increase exponentially with the number of 

generations until -- at the time of the change - over -- the bacteria belonging to 

the new strain become an appreciable fraction of the total population . If the 

mutation rate to resistance toT 
5 

is of the order of magnitude of 10- 8 , then it 

is unlikely that such a mutant would appear in the population of the new strain 
7 

until its population has reached perhaps 10 . However, because an element 

of chance is involved, occasionally a mutant resistant to T 
5 

may appear 

earlier, and if that happens the shift associated with the change- over will be 

smaller and in principle it might even be negative. 

If a bacterial population remains growing in the Chemostat for a suf

ficiently long time, a number of such change - overs might take place. Each 

such step in the evolution of the bacterial strain in the Chemostat may be 

expected to manifest itself in a shift in the ascending straight line curve of 

the T 
5 

resistant mutants. 

As we have seen, the mutants resistant toT 
4 

remain- - apart from an 

initial rise-- at a constant level in the Chemos tat . However, when the bac 

terial population in the Chemostat changes over from a parent strain to a 

new strain, the T 
4 

resistant mutants might change over from one level to 

another because the selection against the two strains might be different . 

Figure 3 shows, for mutants resistant to T 
5 

and for mutants resistant 

to T 4 , the numb e r of mutants as a function of the number of generations 

i- in a Chemos tat which was run for 300 hours at T: = 4 hours with 

tryptophane as the controlling growth factor . 

It may be seen that these two curves show a population change - over of 

the type just descr ibed . The curve for the T 
5 

resistant mutants shows a 

shift_!:_ of P = 32 generations . 

A number of shifts of this type were observed in different experiments. 

We verified that these shifts represent population change - overs by showing in 

one case that {under the conditions prevailing in the Chemostat) bacteria taken 

from the Chemostat before the change - over in fact grow slower than bacteria 

taken from the Chemostat after the change - over . 
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In order to show this, we took from the Chemostat before the change 

over a bacterium resistant to T 
5 

and after the change - over a bacterium sen

sitive to T 
5 

and inoculated a second Chemostat (operated under identical 

(.) 
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Figure 3. Experiment of July 19, 1950, at 37° C. giving for strain B/1/f 
the concent r ation of mutants resistant to T5 (left hand scale} and mutants 
r esistant to T4 {right hand scale} for a population density of 2. 5 x 108 bacteria 
per cc. In this experiment oxyge n containing 0 . 25'7o COz was used for aeration. 

conditions) with a 50 - 50 mixture of these two strains . We then found that the 

relative abundance of the resistant strain rapidly diminished. In the 
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corresponding control experiment we took a sensitive bacterium from the 

Chemostat before the population change-over and a resistant one after the 

population change-over and again found that the strain prevalent before the 

change-over (this time the sensitive one) was the slower grower. 

In the later stages of the change-over the concentration ~of the ori-ginal 

strain falls off exponentially with the number of generations, g = ~ , so that 

we may write x = C e -~ . In our experiment we obtained for C::. a value of 

~ = 3 .25. 

It should be noted that the value of ~ can also be read directly (though 

not accurately) from the curve, which gives the concentration!!'~ of the resis

tant mutants as a function of L , the number of generations. During the 

change-over the concentration.£ of the tryptophane in the growth tube goes 

over from an initial value .£.1 to a final lower value .£.
2

, and it can be shown 

that for the midpoint of the change-over at which c = c 1 -:. c 
2 

we have 

2 

------------,,...-- + 1/z. 

J - _!_ cl q *" / 2 

A,tn d rl 
( 1 0) 

where f is the magnitude of the shift expressed in the number of generations 

by which the ascending straight line of the resistant mutants is shifted in the 

change- over . This formula holds only if ~ is large so that the rate of 

growth of the bacteria in the Chemostat is proportionate to the tryptophane 

concentration c . Because the exact position on the curve of the midpoint of 

the change- over on the curve n'~ is not known, this formula can give only a 

rough indication for the value of b, . 

In our case, the estimate based on it gave for 6. a value of A = 2 .4 m 

place of the directly o b served value of ~ = 3 .25. Within the limits of the 

accuracy of our curve for n*, these two values are consistent with each other . 

Population change- overs manifesting themselves in a shift in the 

ascending straight line of the T 
5 

resistant mutants occurred in every experi 

ment carried, at 7:' = 4 hrs ., beyond the . 50th generation . In an experiment 

carried to the 450th generation at a bacterial density of 2 . 5 x 10
8
/cc., anum

ber of such shifts occurred, the last one at about the 350th generation . (In 

the course of this experiment the mutants resistant to T4 rose twice from a 

low level to high peak, the first o f which reached 4.6 x 10
4 

and the second 
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6 
4.5 x 10 mutants per cc. This phenomenon is now being investigated.) 

It may be said that our strain, if grown in the Chemostat at low 

tryptophane concentrations for a long period of time, undergoes a number of 

mutational steps , each one leading to a strain more "fit" than the previous 

one, and that each step in this process of evolution becomes manifest through 

the shifts appearing in the curve of the mutants resistant to T 
5

. 

This paper will appear in the December, 1950, 1ssue of the Proceedings 

of the National Academy of Sciences . 
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Oescri ption of the Chemos tat 

Aaron Novick and Leo Szilard 

Irtslitut e of Radiobiology and Biophysics, 

University of Chicago 

We ha,,e de,·elopecl a dedce for l<eeping a bacterial 

population growing at a reduced rate oYer atl indefinite 
period of time. In this dedce, which we shall refer to 
as the Chemostat, we ha,·e a yessel (which we shall call 

the growth tube) containing V ml of a suspension of 
bacteria. A steady tream of nutrient flows from a 

storage tank at the rnte of w ntl/sec into the tuhe. The 

contents of the tube are tirred by hubbling air through 
it, and the bacteria are kept homogeneously dispersed 
throughout the tube at all tirues. An o,·erflow sets the 

level of the liquid in the growth tuhe, and through that 

overflow the bacterial suspension lea\' s the tube at the 
same rate at which fre h nutrient enlers H. 

The chemical comr osition of the nutrient is such that 

it contains a high concentration of all growth factors 
required by the bacterium, with the exception of one, 

the controlling growth factor, the concentration of which 
is kept relati,·ely low. The concentration of the con· 

trolling growth factor, a, in the torage tank will then 
determine the density, n, of the bacteria l population in 

the growth tube in the tationary state, and it can be 

shown that, except for very low values of n, we ha\'e 

n=~, wher .d is the amount of tl10 controlling growth 

factor needed for the production of one bacterium. 

a -- _1 dn of The growth rate a strain of bacteria is a 
n dl 

function of the concentration, c, of the controlling growth 
factor in the medium, and in general we may expect the 
growth rate, at low concentrations c, fir t to increase 
rapidly with increasing concentration and then slowly to 
approach its highest attainable ,·alue, a, ••. 

The Chemostat must be so operated that the washing· 

out time,~, should be lower than the growth rate a.,. .. , 

for high concentrations of the controlling growth factor. 
It can be hown that in that ca e a tationary state will 
become established in which the growth rate, a, will he 

just equal to the washing·out rate, y. 
What happens is that n will increase until it becomes 

so large that the bacteria will take up the controlling 
growth factor from the tuhe just as fast as it is necessary 
in order to reduce c to the point where the growth rate 

!C 
a(c ) becomes equal to the washing·out rate, v· 

Using a tryptophane-requiring strain of coli and a 
simple lnctate medium with tryptophane adued, we have 
use<l uoth lactate and tryptophane as the controlling 
growth factor. Using tryptophane, we IHt,·e kept hac· 

terial populations growiug o,·er long periods of time at 

rates up to ten tiutes lower than normal. We are thus 
able to force protein yuthe -is to proceed Yery slowly 
while certain other biochemical proce e ruay contiuue 
at an undiminished rate. 

A tudy of thi low growth phase l>y means of the 
bemostnt promise· to yi ld information of some value 

on metaboli m, regulntory processes, adaptations, and 
mutatiou of microorgnnisms. A tudy of the sponta· 
neou mutations of bncteria growing in the Chemostat 
has been made and i · being published elsewhere. 

.Becau e for most investigations a number of such 
Chemostats will 1 e needed, we altemvted to perfect a 
simple yet adequate design. Of various possible designs, 
we eliminated those in which change in the barometric 
pressure affect the rate of flow of the nutrient from the 
storage tank into the growth tube. We also discarded 
designs that permit growth of the IJacteria on the inner 
walls of the growth tube, or permit growth of bacteria 
in the Chemo tat anywhere except homogeneously dis· 
persed in the liquid nutri nt in the tul e. After trying 
out se,·eral designs, we found the one shown in Fig. 1 

satisf;.u;tory. 
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A tuiJe leading to the bottom of the storage tank is 
connected to a small air compressor (for example, an 
air pump such a is used for aerating aquaria). When 
the compre sor is first started, the air rises rapidly in 
bubble through the nutrient liquid in the storage tank 
and accumulates in the pnce above the liquid level until 
the pre sure in the nutrient at the bottom of the tank 
become equal to the air pr ssure in the tube. 'l'he air 
space in the storage tank abo,·e the liquid level com
municates through a narrow capillary with the outside 
air, and therefore the air will continue indefinitely to 
bubble through the nutrient liq ui<l in the storage tank, 
but at a \·cry slow rate (of perhap one bulJhle per 
minute). 

The pressure of the air entering the tuhe is regulated 
uy n simple pressure regulator consi ting of an air outlet 
located at the bottom of a glass cylinder filled with water 
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up to a certain level. .Above this level, the air com
municates freely with the outside air. By changing the 
water level in the pressure regulator, the air pressure can 
be adjusted to any vnlue required for the operation of the 
Chemostat. 

In this arrangement, the pressure at the bottom of the 
storage tank will always be greater than the pressure 
of the outside air by the height of the water column in 
the pressure regulator, and hence will be independent of 
the height of the level of the nutrient liquid. This is im
portant because the level of the nutrient will grnrlually 
fall during the operation of the Chemostat_ 

From the storage tank the nutrient liquid is forced 
through a sintered glass filter into the growth tube, where 
it is mixed drop by drop with the bacterial suspension. 
The content of the growth tube is continuously stirred by 
aeration. 

The level of the liquid in the tul e is set by a siphon, 
and the volume of the bacterial suspension is thus main
tained constant. The nutrient liquid and the bacteria 
suspended in it leave the tube through the syphon at thE:' 
same rate at which fresh nutrient enters. The air spacE:' 
above the nutrient liquid in the growth tube communicates 
with the outside air, hence the pressure which forces the 
nutrient liquid through the sintered disk is at all times 

2 

equal to the height of the water column in the pressurE:> 
regulator. 

If, after the Chemostat has been in operation for somE:' 
time, the barometric pressure falls ,-ery suclclenly, the 
pressure of the air entering into the storage tank also 
falls suddenly, ancl the nutrient liquid will rise in the air 
pressure tube to a certain height. If this happens, the 
pressure at the bottom of the storage tank will no longer 
exceed the outside pressure hy the height of the water 
column in the regulator, but rather hy a greater amouut. 
and the flow of the nutrient liquid into the growth tube 
increase . Because of the capillary communication be
tween the air pace above the nutrient liquid and the out
side air, this condition wlll be quickly corrected. .As air 
flows out of the storage tank through the capillary outlet, 
the pressur diminishes and the liquid wltich had risen 
into th~ air pressure tulle in the tank is pushed out. 
Thus, within a short period of time, the pressure at the 
bottom of the storage tank is restored to its former value. 

In this manner the Chemostat l<eeps the rate of flow of 
the nutrient liquid into tl1e growth tube constant, inde
pendent of changes in barometric pres ure and in the 
li.quicl le\-el in the tank. The flow rate can be changed 
as desired hy changing the water level in the pressure 
regulator. 
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August 5, 1950 

Description ot the Ghomostat 

' By A. ovick and Leo Ssilard 

We have dueloped an apparatua tor keepiDg a bacterial population in the 

growth phaa 1 growing at a reduced rate• over an 1Ddefinite period of tim , and 

we shall refer ot it hereafter aa the Chemostat. 

In the Chemos tat, we have a vessel (which we ahall call hereafter the growth 

tube) containing I co. ot a auapenaion of b cte~ia. A atead7 atream ot the nutrient 

flowa from a storage tank at the rate of K cc/aec into this growth tube. 'fbe content 

of the growth tube ia stirred b7 bubbling air through it, and the bacteria are kept 

homogeneoUIIl.J diapersed throughout the growth tube at all timea. An overfiow aets 

th lev 1 ot the liquid in the growth tube and through that overflow, the bacterial 

suspensions v1ll 1t :ve the growth tube at the sam rate at which freah DUtrient 

entera the growth tube trom th storage tank. 

The chemical colllpOsition ot the nutrient in the storage tank is so choaen that 

it ahall contain a high concentration of all growt-h faotora required by the bacterium 

with the exception of on growth t ~tor, the controlling growth factor, the concentration 

of which is kept relative}¥ low. The concentration a ot the controlling growth factor 

in the storage tank will then determine the density ll of the bacterial population 
I 

in the growth tube t can be shown that in the ::tationa17 sta we have 

n. ~1vhere A ia a concentration of the controlling gro th factor in the growth 

tube, and .!.. is the amount ot the controlling growth factor needed tor the produCtion 

ot one bacteriua. 

1'be growth rate ,/!"';!; ~ of a atrain of bacteria ia a flmoticm of the 

concentration, A• of the controlling growth factor in the medium and in general 

we Jl81' expect the growth rate, at low concentrations 2 tirat to increase rut with 
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illcreuing conceDtration 8l1d theD, alov.q to approach ita highest attainable 

value ~ • 
~ 

The Chemoatat JIUSt be so operated that the washing-out tiae f ahDuld be 

lover than the growth rate £. of the baoteria holding for high concentrations of the 
"""~ 

oontrolliDg grovth taotor. It Call be show that in that oaae there eatabllahea 

itself a atationa17 state in vhioh the grov1ih rate ~ vill be J\lSt equal to t e 

washing-out rate f• 
What happeu ia, that the denait7 » of the b oterial population in the growth 

tube will, quite auto ticall7 ao large that the baoteria will take up 

the oontrol.llng -growth t ctor from the growth tube u taat u it 1e neoeaa&r7 ill 

order to make the concentration A of_ the control..lJ.Dg growth faotor just aa lov aa 

is needed to make the growth rate 1,1(.) equal to the washing-out rate f• 
Uaing a u,ptophane-requ:iring atraiD of coli -aDd a aimple 1 tate 'MdiUll with 

tryptophane added, ve haTe uaed both laotate &M 1ir7ptophane a1 the control l 1J11 

growth taotor. Uabag t17Ptophane u the controlling growth factor, we have kept 

bacterial population• &'row1Jll over long perioda of time at rat• ten to tvct7 

tiaea lover than noraal. 1'hua, ve are able to tone proteill I)'Dtheaia to proceed 
. / 

verr alov.q vhUe oth~ biocheaioal prooe aea are not necesaariJ.T 1nterfend vith._l. ~ . 
. ---- d/.flt·J-6.--

.l atud7 of ·this elov-grovtil-phaae, by aeana of the Chao at at, pl"OIIiaea to 

;r1el4 1ntormation of ao• value on tabollaJa, regulato17 prooeaaee, adaptations 

and JIIUtationa ot Jlicro-organiSJU. The r..W.t of a at!147 on the spontaneoua JIU.tationa 

ot baoteria groviq in the Ch8110atat is be1Dg published elaevhere. 

Because, f r ost- investigations, a nUIIber of such Chaos tats will be needed 

ve attapted to perfect a aimple design ~hat vUl aeet the requir enta.er various , 

poaaible simple deaigna, ve eliminated those 1n which changea in the barometric 

preasure affect the rate of tlov of the nutrient hom the atorage tank into the 

growth tube. Growth or the bacteria on the inner valla of the growth tube or 

I 
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bacteria grovhg 1n the Ch ostat aDJWhere except hoaog eoua:Q- di8pers in the 

liquid nutrient in the growth tub mu.st be a'Yoidecl and 

rej eoting aeveral designs, ~e found thL desip ~h 

aatiafaotoey. 

er trying out and 

A tube leadiDg to the bottom of the atorage tank (sH J'igure) i OODil ted 

to a amall air compr aaor (for instance a little air pump suoh as used for aereating 

aquaria*. When the compre1aor i1 fir at started, the air riaea rapidl7 in bubblea 

through the nutrient liquid ud acau.mul atu 1n the space above the liquid level until 

the preaaure in the nutrient liquid 4t the bottom of the torage tank bec011ea equal 

to the air pr a sure in the tube. The air apace in the storage tallk above the liquid 

level communicates through a ll8lTOV cap1llary with the outside air and therefore 

the air v1ll continue to bubble through the nutriet liquid in the storage tank e'Yen 

though at a 'Y&r¥ slow rate (of perhapa o e bubble per milmte). 

The pressure or the ail' entering the tube whioh lead• to the bottoa of the 

storage tank is regulated b7 a aimple •preaaure r~tor" oonai1ting of an air 

outlet located at the bottoa of a glus qlinder vbioh ia fllled with water up w a 

certa1D le'Yel. Above thia level, the air oommunieatea treel7 w1 th t.he outside air. 

B7 changing the water lnel in the "preaiUJ'e r gulator, • the air preaaure oan be 

adjusted to any Talue required for th operatio of the Chemostat. 

In this aJT&ngement, the pressure at the bottoa of the atorage tank will alwqa 

be greater than the pressure of the outside air b7 t:le height of the water eol.wiD 

in the preaaure regulator, and tbus the pre1aure at the bottom of ~ atorage tamk 

will be independent of the h ight of the ln l of the nutrient liquid in t e atorage 

tank. This is illportant beeauae the level of the nutriut liquid vill graduall.1' 

diminish during the operation of the Chemostat. 

From the atoraae tank, 'the nutrient liquid i• prea•ed through a eiDtered glue 

filter aDi a eap1llaJ7-t iDto the growth tube, 1111d 18 Jlised drop b7 drop with the --!quid nutriat contained in the growth tube. The growth tube ia aereated, and ita 

content is thua cont1Duoual7 stirred . 

/ 



The leTel of the liquid 1n the growth tube is 
/.. 

-4-

a a,-phon .. and is maintained 

o natant. The nutrient liqui and the bacteria uapended in it leave the growth tube 

through the aJPbon at the same rate at which tr ah nutrient enten the growth tube. 

The air spaoe above the nutri t liquid in the growth tube coun:ai oatea with 

the out aid a1r. Thus the pressure which toroea the nutrient liquid through the 

sintered disk and the oapillar.r is at all tim.es equal to the height of the water 

column 1D the pr sure regulator. 

If the Chemoatat baa be 1n operation t r a time end then the baro etrio 

pressure falla TeJ:"'f sucldenl7, the preaaure ot th air tering into the storage 

tank alao falls auddtml7, and the nutri t liquid will enter at the bottoa of the 

storage tank iDto th air preaeure tube and v1ll riae 1n it up to a certain height. 

It thia baPP!D•, then the pres ure at the botto of the atorage iank will :ao longer --coeed the outaid pr a sure b7 the height of the wate colwm 1n the regulator, 

but rather b7 greater araount, and tbe tlov ot the nutriet liquid into the 

growth tube increases. Because of the oo!lllllU1lioat1on between the air apace above 

the nutrient liquid in the storage tank through a capillar7 with the outside air , 

this oondi t10D vill be, however, verr quick4 co~eoted. As air tloQa ~ut of 

the storage tank through thia oapillaJ7' outlet, the preaaure at the bottoa of the 

storage tank di•1n' ahea andthe level of the nutrient liquid in the air preaaure tube 

in the storage tank talla again. Thus within a abort period of tiu, the pr•aure 

at the bottoa of the storage t&nk is reetored to ita former value • 
....//!. . 

Thus the Chaostat permita to keep th now rate of the nutrient liquicl into 

the growth tube constant 1Ddependentl.7 ot changu in barometric preaaure of the 

changea in the liquid level 1n the storage tank. The flow rate ean be chamged u 

desired b7 oha:aging the water level in the pr .. aure regulator. 
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